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JUNE 2013 AND ROYAL/ROYALE 2013
This month we are off to the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada Convention in WInnipeg June 21-23. 
A few weeks ago we sold a pre-Castro Cuban stamp on eBay but this transaction was fl agged by Paypal 
“identifi ed activity that is in violation of United States regulations administered by the Department of the 
Treasury’s Offi ce of Foreign Assets Control”.
Our Paypal account was suspended until we supplied personal information (Driver’s license etc.) for the 
fi les of OFAC. 
As a result no one can buy stamps of restricted countries using Paypal.
The good news is you can buy them directly from us (even if you live in the USA). We offer three won-
derful collections and fi ve better items from each of the seven restricted countries discounted more than 
25% during the month of June.
It is not a political statement but because of our contraian nature that we title this fl yer

the “naughty” countries

Iran 1953  #978-982 Fresh 
NH. CV:$130  
Special: $90  #11n 675

Libya 135-146, hinged. #140,143 
with small hinge thins. CV: 
$144.85. Special: $74 #A2b283

Syria C57-C66 hinge remnants, CV:$241. 
Special $149 #11k502

Burma #339-344 VFNH CV 
$136 Special $91 #10b195

North Korea. #2698-2702 CV $250 
Special $188. #A11k34

SUDAN TOWN POSTMARKS

The two impressive Sudan collections come from one owner and represent a lifetime of searching out 
rare stamps and postmarks. The cancel collection in a Scott Speciality Album consists of nearly 100 
pages and includes at least 66 Post Offi ces with at least one legible example on stamp or cover. There 
are 53 covers (45 of these are registered) and a quantity of large pieces as well as several hundred 
stamps. This collection has a number of covers showing a progression of registration markings, one 
being only a pencil marking of R followed by the number in Arabic.
It is unlikely we will ever have an opportunity to offer a similar collection.

Our price: $1950.

EL GOLED in 1957 the registration etiquette re-
quired the Postmaster to write in the Post Offi ce 
location.  In 1958 with no etiquette the pencilled 
notation suffi ces.

DARMALI open 
March - November 
1898 only.

EL ZEIDAB



A primarily used collection except for perforated initials issues which are 
offered both mint and used. The collection is virtually complete into rhe 
1960’s except the following: 1897 10p (which is found in the postmark 
collection), 1905, several Army offi cial stamps and 1935 10p and 50p 
values.
Included are plating studies of the fi rst issue types of regular issues, post-
age dues and offi cials. Of special note are the Army Offi cials 1905-1911 
(Sc M03-M05) and AS perfi ns mint and used (MOA17-27), as well as SG 
perfi ns and telegraph stamps listed by SG but not by Scott. We counted 
the Scott CV to 1951 at $3873.80 and the SG listed items at £1203.50 as 
especially the latter include further unlisted varieties. 

A worthwhile collection and well worth our price of $2500.

CUBA - 1855-1961

A wonderful collection in a hard bound Cuban made album of 285 pages entitled “Historia del Correo en 
Cuba - a Través de sus Emisiones Postales” and produced by Pulicationes Filatélicas GUERRA - AGUIAR 
San Lazaro 609 Habana Cuba.
Included are non-Scott listed varieties from the earliest issues and modern philatelic souvenir sheets of no 
postal validity.
Two whole stamp issues not listed in the major catalogues are an 1897 Revolutionary set of 4 and a 1935 
set. There are a number of cross-gutter blocks both mint and on cover. Beginning in 1958 twenty-seven of 
the last pages have up to seven commemorative postmarks applied directly to the page.
The basic stamps listed by Scott have a CV of $7378.45 counting stamps on cover as used stamps. In ad-
dition, a non-Scott list souvenir sheet of 1951 is listed in Michel at $120 Euros bringing the total CV to 
over $7500. The stamps are mixed hinged and never hinged and some of the earlier stamps have tone spots 
on the gum. With these caveats, the overall quality is very fi ne with the best souvenir sheets being never 
hinged. 

Net $3750.

SUDAN - THE STAMPS OF 1897-1980’S. 


